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We choose our NHD History fair project over Robert E. Lee Because we felt like to was 

a very strong project with a lot of information. The part of the history in the American history 

because I like Learning about the people who fought for our freedom. Some other topics that we 

considered before choosing our final topic was The First Black Lady to seek Freedom because 

we thought it would be pretty cool to see how she did it. The original topic picked out but had to 

change your topic because it didn’t fit the NHD theme because it was not over triumph and 

tragedy.  

 

Most of our research came from databases like American Battlefield trust.  We had got a 

lot of our information from all of these site and we had loved all if it. We had organize our 

research by separating our background information from our tragedy and our tragedy so on and 

so forth. These are some of the questions we had “What are some other tragedies worth 

mentioning in Robert E. Lee’s life?.” We found the most of our research in the book we had, yes 

we read all of the book and got some information out of it. We had interview a actual person 

from the Virginia museums. No it was not frustrating find our research. We found research that 

led us in to other place like Library of Congress.  

 

We choose to create a website because we thought it could get a higher place in the NHD 

fair than anything else. I choose to work in a group of 2 because then we could split the work and 

get it done a lot faster and not so much pressure on that one person. Some skills we have that 

helped your create your project because we both do not like to give up on something until it is 

finished. We choose our color and theme by what he topic we picked. We choose to organize our 



project like home page, background information, triumph, tragedy, legacy pages. No we did not 

add anything unique to our project. Some of the problems we ran into with our project is we 

could not find triumph, tragedy. 

 

Robert E. Lee fits Triumph and Tragedy because Robert E. Lee have several ups and 

downs in his life. A Tragedies was that his father had lift him at a very young age and he had 

never seen or heard from him again. A Triumph was when he got accepted into college name of 

Washington University. We had more tragedy and very little triumph because it was hard to find 

a lot of Happiness in his life there were more sad moments that he had document. Our topic was 

important to history because he was one of the greatest generals in the military. This triumph and 

tragedy affects people lives because he had helped fight for our freedom. We got our research 

from an interview and primary source websites like. 

 


